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A Message f rom the CEO

Human Centric Finance
Contributes to the Financial inclusion in our world!!

Message
On January 17th 2018, 

we obtained the microfinance license from the National Bank of 

Cambodia (NBC) and since then it has been almost a year and the

business is beginning to attain stability. 

We would like to extend our sincerest appreciation to our stakeholders 

for your continued support and patronage for the past year.

There are over 70 microfinance institutions in Cambodia as of now.

 I would like to share with you, our stakeholders, 

our “present” and “thoughts” to survive through this competitive market.

At the present, there are three features that we are aiming for, 

“Establishing Nokyo Platform”, “Establishing Supporting New Business 

Startups Scheme” and “Opportunity creating by utilizing Fintech”.

The first goal, “Establishing Nokyo Platform”, 

is based on the Japanese agricultural support model. 

We would like to be a functional bank like “JA Bank (Japan Agricultural Bank)”

of Nokyo. On the other hand, we would like to have a partnership with farm

management specialists and trading companies to support farmers, 

our customers, to capture their financial needs. 

The second goal is to contribute to fill the gap in Cambodia’s financial structure. 

Major commercial banks fund the top-class customers for their relatively 

big-ticket financial needs whereas various microfinance institutions fund the 

individual customers for their small-ticket financial needs

 (e.g. purchasing cellphone, motor bicycle, etc.). Therefore, 

we are targeting the customers in the middle where not many financial 

institutions focus but has yield to grow. We would like to fund these middle-class 

customers to start the agricultural businesses.

The third goal is to find the value in data analysis obtained by actively using IoT

 (Internet of Things). 

We install GPS on our loan objects, agricultural machineries, and capture the

position and status of each machineries in real time. 

We would collect all these data and analyze to explore a new method of 

crediting and business opportunities.

We believe that based on fostering a sustainable corporate culture we will 

continue to secure profits that enable us to grow and contribute to 

Cambodian industry’s prosperity and these are our social responsibility.

In closing, I would like to ask for the continued support and understanding of 

all our stakeholders as good partners and advisors. We will strive to be

 “One and Unique” financial institution!

 

 

Message
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CEO  /  KIKUCHI Ikuo
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Our Miss ion & v is ion

Growing together with Cambodia
JC FINANCE PLC. (JCF) is the “One and Only” 

financial service provider focusing on Agricultural sector.

Mission
JCF will enhance the life and wealth of Cambodian 

society and sharing the benefit together through our financial platform. 

We will contribute to the growth of Cambodia economy and also to other 

Asian countries from Cambodia in the future.

Vision
JCF was founded by investment from Japan. “JC” means “Japan and Cambodia”, 

which shows our basic business concept that we will bring Japanese skills,

technologies and experiences to the various business sectors in Cambodia

starting from Agricultural sector. Our vision is to be a glocal company, 

 acting globally and locally.

Corporate Value
JCF will provide loans in “Human Centric” ways. Loans that care for people, 

loans that are kind to people and loans that are customized for people. 

We will always be a financial institution that is there for people who needs us.
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JCF by the Numbers
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Organizat ion char t

The Board of Directors
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We promise our stakeholders sustainable growth and improvement of the corporate value. 

We have set four specialized committees to keep this promise; Risk Committee, 

Audit Committee, Credit Committee and Remuneration & Nomination Committee.

Also, our independent directors state valuable opinions and suggestions at the board of director’s meetings

and management’s strategy meetings. Here is a message from one of the independent directors, 

Ms. TANAKA Ai, to review FY2018.

Surveillance promotes sustainable growth

After obtaining the Microfinance License from National Bank of Cambodia in 

January 2018, JC Finance Plc. has provided more than 600 loans worth more 

than 6 million USD to its customers and has consolidated its position as one of 

the leading financial institutions in the dynamic fast moving financial market 

in Cambodia. As a startup company, I believe JC Finance achieved the fairly 

good results in its first fiscal year. 

Aiming at continuous development, JC Finance needs to improve its producti-

vity, capital efficiency, corporate governance, and preparation for the 

foreseeable risks. The management will deal with these issues, and I am also 

fully committed to grapple with these issues by supporting the management 

and the employees of JC Finance.

I think an Independent Director’s basic role is to give practical advices based 

on a thorough knowledge of the Company's situation, management character, 

and direction. I stayed in Cambodia and served for JC Finance as the adminis-

trative manager by the end of 2018, so I have enough knowledge about JC 

Finance. Also, same as Mr. Kikuchi, I am the CEO of a microfinance institution 

in Laos, the country next to Cambodia. I think these make me well-suited for 

my role as an Independent Director for JC Finance.

The fiscal year of 2019 will be another challenging and tumultuous year, and I 

strongly believe that JC Finance will strive to overcome these challenges by 

focusing on improving financial result and high standards of corporate gover-

nance.

 

We look forward to your continued support.

Independent Director

TANAKA Ai
Independent Director

Corporate Governance
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To strengthen the governance, 

JCF has established below committees with different levels of managements to

effectively control the institution.

The Risk Committee is composed of four members and chaired by Mr. Takahashi with expertise in accounting, banking, auditing, risk 

management and legal aspects. The Risk Committee is responsible for; managing credit risk, capital risk, liquidity and funding risk, 

operational risk, compliance risk and other relevant risks and reviewing economic and competitive market, political risk and others. 

In 2018, the Risk Committee held four times meetings to review and discuss JCF’s business and operations.

Risk Committee

The Audit Committee complies with a Prakas of National Bank of Cambodia. The Audit Committee is composed of 3 members and 

chaired by Ms. Sopheak. The Audit Committee is responsible for ensuring compliance with legal and regulatory requirements and the 

information provided to the public and NBC is clear, accurate and reliable, and as stipulated in aforementioned Prakas. !n 2018, the 

Audit Committee held meetings four times to review and discuss on matters relating to JCF. 

Audit Committee

The Credit Committee is composed of three members and chaired by Mr. Tomari. The Credit Committee is responsible for ensuring that 

the credit policy is consistent with JCF’s long-term objectives and corporate values, checking whether JCF provides services truly 

contribute to the customer’s business development, checking whether JCF pursuit of appropriate profit on the premise of securing 

soundness and others. In 2018, the Credit Committee held meeting as and when necessary.

Credit Committee

The Remuneration and Nomination Committee is composed of four members and chaired by Ms. Tanaka, an independent director. The 

Committee is responsible for ensuring the remuneration policy is consistent with the long-term objectives and corporate values of JCF 

and overseeing the remuneration of employees and making sure that they are all fairly rewarded for their contribution to JCF’s perfor-

mance. The Committee is also responsible for the selection of board members, senior management and non executive directors.

Remuneration and Nomination Committee

Reports of  the Commit tees

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
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Board of  D i rectors

TAKAHASHI Nobuaki / Chairperson of BOD 

April 2001
Joined ORIX Corporation（Finance Company）
April 2003
Joined Actus Management Service（Consulting Firm）
June 2005
Established Phil Company

Sept 2017
Established JC FINANCE PLC.

9JC FINANCE

Board of  D i rectors

髙 橋　伸 彰

KIKUCHI Ikuo / Director, CEO

April 1991
Joined ORIX Corporation
Nov. 2002
Joined ABC Capital of ABC Cooking Group
May 2008
Appointed as Managing Director of ABC Capital
Jan 2014
Joined Something Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Appointed as Executive Officer / MD of Executive Office
Jan 2015
Appointed as Director of SOMETHING HOLDINGS
ASIA PTE. LTD (Singapore)
Oct 2015
Appointed as MD of SOMETHING VIETNAM CO., LTD.
June 2018
Joined JC FINANCE PLC. Appointed as CEO of the company

菊 池　育 朗

TOMARI Suguru / Director, COO

April 2009
Joined Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation 
June 2012
Moved to Cambodia to start a new business
July 2015
Joined Luckland(CAMBODIA) Co., Ltd. 
Corporate Advisor
March 2016
Supported Establishing JC FINANCE PLC.
2018
Appointed as COO of JC FINANCE PLC.
2019
Appointed as Director, COO of JC FINANCE PLC.

泊　傑



Board of  D i rectors

KO Honam / Director

April 1997
Joined Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (Audit Firm) as CPA

March 2001
Joined Dream Incubator Inc.

May 2006
Appointed as Executive Officer of Dream Incubator

Sept 2008
Established JC Group and appointed as President CEO

Nov. 2016
Established JC Agricultural Cooperatives Co., Ltd. 
and appointed as CEO

Sep. 2017
Established JC FINANCE PLC. and appointed as CEO/Director

June 2018
Delegated CEO of JC FINANCE PLC. to KIKUCHI Ikuo

TANAKA Ai / Independent Director

2004
Joined All About Inc. 
2008
Joined Allm Inc. (Healthcare company in Japan)
2018
Appointed as CEO of LJ Finance Ltd. (Microfinance in Laos)
2019
Appointed as an Independent Director of JC FINANCE PLC.

MEN Sopheak / Independent Director

1994
Joined Japanese Embassy of Cambodia
1999
Joined B’ BOP STUDIO
2008
Joined MARUHAN Japan Bank Plc.
2014
Joined ROI ASIAN CORPORATION LTD.,  
and appointed as CFO
2018
Appointed as an Independent Director of JC FINANCE PLC.

10JC FINANCE

Board of  D i rectors

髙　虎 男

田 中　あ い
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Business st ra tegy

Cambodian’s main agricultural product is rice and its annual yield has already surpassed that of Japan.

However, yield per unit area is still 60% of Japan. There are two main reasons for this; 1. lack of production 

technology and 2. delay in mechanization. Our strength is supporting to bring Japanese technologies and funding

to mechanize, just like “Nokyo” and “JA Bank”. We will outsource the farm management business, 

“Nokyo business”, to the specialists and trading companies and focus on financing the ”agricultural” machineries

by collaborating with sales companies of these machineries. This is a role model of bringing up people, 

distributing products and supplying capital. 

Banks generally obtain real estate collateral or mortgage for any loans exceeding small-lot consumables amount.

However, we try not to depend on collateral, we depend on people. As represented by our “Human-Centric Finance”, 

we realize to be there for people by making use of IoT. 

Specifically, we install GPS on all the financed farming machineries and collect real-time dynamic data and

enable customers who don’t have bank account to make repayment via Specialized Bank Wing Agents which has 

over 6,000 counters across the country. We provide convenient and customer friendly services. Moving forward, 

we will analyze the dynamic data and provide even more customized services to our valued customers.

Our strategy is based on Japanese Nokyo platform

Farmer JCF

労働者

Dealers
(Tractor/Harvestor)

Farmer
（Borrower）

MFI

DATABASE

Information

Sales transaction

Information

Share knowledge

Agricultural cooperatives

Loan Contract

IoT Data

3.Credit Assessment→Contract

6.Repayment（2-3 year）

4.Delivery

1.Order

5.Payment for machinery

Business flow of Agricultural Machinery Loan

2.Introduction

Frequent
Contact



GPS
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Character is t ic  1 IoT Dev ice

Our customers are farmers farming mainly their own fields  and on top of that some of them farm their nearby fields owned by another 

person on contract as their side business. In our loan agreement, it is stated that we secure the financed agricultural machineries as 

collaterals and install GPS on all of them. This is to grasp the machineries’ status such as their locations and it enables us to stop the 

engine when the repayment delays. Also, by capturing all the dynamic data from the machineries, we can predict customer’s expected 

revenue, repayment source, by the mileage and coverage. In the future, we would like to make good use of these data to create a new 

crediting method and an effective marketing tool.

 

For customers, there are two big advantages; 1. GPS can serve as theft prevention device. In case the machinery has been stolen, it can 

be easily found by GPS location and 2. Dynamic data collected from GPS can be used to manage production ratio. Customers can 

visualize the status of their field and improve their production by combining numerical data to their experience. In the future, 

we would like to support contract farming  business by providing a matching service like scheme between people who wants to farm 

and people who wants to have their fields farmed by analizing the dynamic data.

 

Creating new wisdom with
remote control and dynamic data analysis

Theft prevention & Production ratio management Loan collateral management

Achieved simultaneously



Convenience improvement for remote farmers.
Repayment rate improvement & 

Operational risk avoidance

Our customers use remittance network of Wing, a Specialized Bank. Wing has over 6,000 counters across the country whereas the 

largest commercial bank only has about 300 branches. Wing is extremely convenient for customers from rural areas like farmlands. We 

utilize these Wing’s real counters to put cashless operation in practice. This enables us to avoid risks such as, misunderstandings 

between JCF and customers regarding repayments, loss or misappropriation of cash and others. In addition, it also avoids calculation 

errors  as all cash paid via Wing is captured by our main business processing system.

Wing has made it very convenient for customers to repay and improved repayment rate and realized to avoid the various operational 

risks. In the future, we are considering upgrading the system to correspond with blockchain payment which National Bank of Cambo-

dia has announced to introduce. 
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WING

Character is t ic  2 Mobi le Bank ing

Real Counters Accelerates
Cashless Payment

Achieved simultaneously



Farming advice & guiding service Management of debt collection source

We actively utilize “Technology” such as IoT (Internet of Things) and agricultural devices. Specifically, we use agricultural drones and 

fixed-point observation cameras by collaborating with specialized companies, which may play a role as “Nokyo” in the future. By 

analyzing the images and data from the devices, we can have a good grasp of the growth situation of rice and other crops which are 

income sources for our customers. As the repayment rate from the customers highly depend on the amount of yield, it is important to 

know in advance that customers are expecting planned amount of yield on time as scheduled to make repayments. Having a good 

grasp of the crops is synonymous with monitoring the debt status periodically and it is one of the differentiated debt collection 

know-hows. In the future, we are considering getting involved in not only financing sector of alley crops like rice but also greenhouse 

cultivation and plant factory cultivation.

The advantage for customers by utilizing agricultural devices is to get appropriate farming advices such as images taken by drone can 

visualize the sloped fields, the color of crops shows moisture shortage, insufficient fertilizer or pest damage. Fee-charging farming 

advices are not familiar in Cambodia yet, but we believe that together with financial service, we can develop a value added financial 

product.

14JC FINANCE

Agri-Devices

Character is t ic  3 Agr i tech Dev ice

It’s time to implement technology
to predict revenue

Achieved simultaneously



Approach to SDGs

The SDGs are a universal call to action adopted at the UN Summit in September 2015 to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure 

that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. The SDGs are the goals that 193 member states of the United Nations have set to achieve 

in 15 years from 2016 to 2030. There are 17 major goals and 169 specific targets. Out of 17 goals, we are focusing on 9th goal “Industry, 

Innovation and Infrastructure” in aligned with our vision. The specific targets of the 9th goal are as follows;

We regard farmers, our customers, as small-scale companies, and consider that providing funds to these farmers through our finan-

cial platform is a mechanism to support establishing the agricultural business field. In addition, we are actively involved to spread the 

Japanese agricultural technologies by collaborating with Japanese companies that support farming. As a result, it can be said that we 

are bringing innovation into the agricultural sector, which is one of Cambodia's main industries, and participating in establishing the 

bases to improve the living standard for the people of Cambodia. This initiative can be expanded to other business fields as we grow.

15JC FINANCE

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

SDGs

Company Event

Sustainable Development Goals

Expand access to financial services, such as cheap money lending, and integration into value chains 
and markets for small manufacturers and other companies.

9th Goal : INDUSTRY,INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
TARGET 9・3

Promote sustainable and resilient infrastructure development in developing countries through 
enhanced financial, technology and technology support.9・ATARGET

1st Annual General Meeting was held at AEON MALL 2 Sen Sok 

Phnom penh.

We have succesefully completed all Program together and enjoyed the 

Dinner party. In the Program, we had Award session

where some members received the company awards of the year 

for their performances and contributions in 2018

Program
CEO Presentation

Performance Review for 2018 (Group work & Presentation)

Communication Training Program

Photo Session

Dinner Party (Award Session)



Financia l  Statement Summary

Here are the results for FY2017 and FY2018 of our company. The results for FY2017 are for the

preparatory company before obtaining the license of MFI from NBC in January 2018. 

On the other hand,

the figures of the income statement in the audit report summary from our auditor, 

Ernst & Young(Cambodia) Ltd. are for 16 months (FY2017 and FY2018) as the audit for

FY2017 and FY2018 was conducted simultaneously after closing of FY2018.

Financila Statement Summary (BS)

ASSETS01

Balances with other banks 914,258 3,673,489 2,000 8,07402
Balances with the NBC 102,158 410,471 2,000,825 8,077,33103
Loans to customers 5,910,343 23,747,758 004
Other assets 46,127 185,338 396 1,59905
Property and equipment 16,520 66,377 15,191 61,32606
Software 35,524 142,735 007
TOTAL ASSETS 7,024,930 28,226,168 2,018,412 8,148,32908
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY09
Liabilities10

Provision for income tax 1,008 4,050 0 011
Borrowings 2,540,017 10,205,788 0 012
Other liabilities 71,562 287,537 210,082 848,10113
Total liabilities 2,612,587 10,497,375 210,082 848,10114

Shareholders' equity15
Share capital 2,000,000 8,036,000 2,000,000 8,074,00016

Deposit for future capital injection 3,000,000 12,054,000 0 017
Loss for the period -587,657 -2,361,207 -191,670 -773,77218

Total Shareholders' equity 4,412,343 17,728,793 1,808,330 7,300,22819
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 7,024,930 28,226,168 2,018,412 8,148,32920

31DEC2018(USD) 31DEC2018(KHR) 31DEC2017(USD) 31DEC2017(KHR)

Financila Statement Summary (PL)

Operating income01

Interest income 483,643 1,943,276 72 291

72 291

72 291

02
Interest expense -96,717 388,609 003
Net interest income 386,926 1,554,66704
Fees and commission income- net 107,862 433,391 005
Other income 9,715 39,035 006
Total operating income 504,503 2,027,093

-191,670 -773,771-389,852 -1,562,786

07
General and administrative expenses -830,776 -3,334,419 -191,742 -774,062

-63,579 -255,460 0

0

0

0

0

08
Provision for losses on loans to customers 09
Loss before income tax10

Income tax expense -6,136 -24,647 0 -111
Net loss for the period -395,987 -1,587,433 -191,670 -773,77212

2018(USD) 2018(KHR) 2017(USD) 2017(KHR)

16JC FINANCE

4.018
KHR'000

4.037
KHR'000

4.018
KHR'000

4.037
KHR'000
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On January 17th 2018, 

we obtained the microfinance license from the National Bank of 

Cambodia (NBC) and since then it has been almost a year and the

business is beginning to attain stability. 

We would like to extend our sincerest appreciation to our stakeholders 

for your continued support and patronage for the past year.

There are over 70 microfinance institutions in Cambodia as of now.

 I would like to share with you, our stakeholders, 

our “present” and “thoughts” to survive through this competitive market.

At the present, there are three features that we are aiming for, 

“Establishing Nokyo Platform”, “Establishing Supporting New Business 

Startups Scheme” and “Opportunity creating by utilizing Fintech”.

The first goal, “Establishing Nokyo Platform”, 

is based on the Japanese agricultural support model. 

We would like to be a functional bank like “JA Bank (Japan Agricultural Bank)”

of Nokyo. On the other hand, we would like to have a partnership with farm

management specialists and trading companies to support farmers, 

our customers, to capture their financial needs. 

The second goal is to contribute to fill the gap in Cambodia’s financial structure. 

Major commercial banks fund the top-class customers for their relatively 

big-ticket financial needs whereas various microfinance institutions fund the 

individual customers for their small-ticket financial needs

 (e.g. purchasing cellphone, motor bicycle, etc.). Therefore, 

we are targeting the customers in the middle where not many financial 

institutions focus but has yield to grow. We would like to fund these middle-class 

customers to start the agricultural businesses.

The third goal is to find the value in data analysis obtained by actively using IoT

 (Internet of Things). 

We install GPS on our loan objects, agricultural machineries, and capture the

position and status of each machineries in real time. 

We would collect all these data and analyze to explore a new method of 

crediting and business opportunities.

We believe that based on fostering a sustainable corporate culture we will 

continue to secure profits that enable us to grow and contribute to 

Cambodian industry’s prosperity and these are our social responsibility.

In closing, I would like to ask for the continued support and understanding of 

all our stakeholders as good partners and advisors. We will strive to be

 “One and Unique” financial institution!
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Company Prof i le

Company Name

Business Category

License Number

Establishment

Representative

Headquarters

Tel

E-mail

Website

JC FINANCE PLC.

Micro finance Institution

M.F-85

January 17th,2018

CEO  KIKUCHI Ikuo

# 11, St. 376, Sangkat Boeung Keng Kong III,
Khan Chamkarmorn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

+855 (0)23 214 481

info@jcfinance.com.kh

http://jcfinance.com.kh/ 
 



info@jcfinance.com.kh

http://jcfinance.com.kh/

+855 (0)23 214 481 


